With the inflation of the data, clustering analysis, as a branch of unsupervised learning, lacks unified understanding and application of its mathematical law. Based on the view of fixed point, this paper restates the model-based clustering and proposes a unified clustering framework. In order to find fixed points as cluster centers, the framework iteratively constructs the contraction map, which strongly reveals the convergence mechanism and interconnections among algorithms. By specifying a contraction map, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) can be mapped to the framework as an application. We hope the fixed point framework will help the design of future clustering algorithms.
Introduction
Nowadays, we are in the Big Data Era, human society can produce tens of thousands of unstructured or semi-structured data in a second. However, not all of the data are representative and meaningful, so the analysis and disposal of large-scale data occupies an increasingly important position in scientific research and social life [1] . Cluster analysis is an important unsupervised learning method in machine learning. Its basic idea is grouping a set of objects into clusters, in a way that objects in the same cluster share more similarity than those from separated clusters, in terms of distances of a certain space.
In the evolution of clustering, due to the differences of data types and clustering strategies, cluster analysis can be divided into two main branches, namely, traditional clustering algorithms and modern clustering algorithms. Traditional clustering algorithms include clustering algorithm based on partition, density, model, fuzzy theory and so on [2, 3] . In contrast, modern clustering algorithms are mainly presented from the perspective of modern scientific research or swarm intelligence.
With respect of representativeness and inclusiveness of model-based clustering [4] , this paper focuses on the uniform characteristics of model-based clustering algorithms. Such algorithms require a priori. Thus, the iterative scheme varies with the priori. Probabilistic clustering model, for example, Expectation Maximization Algorithm (EM) and Gaussian mixture model algorithm (GMM), use maximum likelihood estimation to obtain the model parameters [5, 6] ; algorithms based on neural network get the clusters by adjusting weights of neurons in neural network. Typical algorithms are self-organizing feature map (SOM), Neural-Gas algorithm and ART [7, 8, 9] . For the same dataset, different priori models lead to different clustering results. As model-based clustering algorithms need to figure out the model parameters, they usually have a high time complexity. But the advantage is that the convergent model can explain the distribution features of the data.
Motivation and Contributions
There are a variety of model-based clustering algorithms. The hypothesis of similarity and the methodology of parameter updating are not necessarily interconnected. Sometimes, the iterative method can be used as an independent module. For example, the GMM algorithm and the EM algorithm share the same iterative method to maximize parameters before convergence. The goal of convergence is to obtain explicit model parameters, which also applies to the neural network model. By studying the convergent model and visualizing the membership degree of each point on the data space R n , the visualization illustrates the point that most of the data can be represented by a local model, and the distribution of membership degree exists convex structure. In other words, there may be more than one extremum in the convex hull of any cluster. This inspires us to reexamine the problem from the view of fixed point.
The existing framework to date has tended to focus on data distribution or partition. Extensive research has rarely been carried out on which framework to apply in order to achieve better clustering and how to discriminate the convergence of algorithm [10, 11] . The convergence of a clustering algorithm corresponds to the finite time to complete the iterative process. Different clustering models need a framework to better unify the workflow of model-based clustering algorithms. Besides, a working model can be regarded as a contraction map in nature, which may reveal common features of the similarity and the dissimilarity of the data. The updating of contraction map compresses the image space in the iteration of clustering, and thus completes the algorithm.
The clustering algorithm is generally more dependent on cluster shape. The choice of model and also fixed the shape of the cluster. Gaussian mixture model, for example, is a clustering model based on Gaussian distribution, so the shape of clusters is typically a hyper ellipsoid. The Gaussian distribution hypothesis is often appropriate for some datasets, but it is invalid for datasets without Gaussian distribution feature. While in hierarchical clustering, the data distribution hypothesis is weakened, so the algorithm can identify more complex cluster shapes. By emphasizing the similarity or relations with neighboring data, there exists a unified framework, which is less sensitive to the cluster shape and satisfies the requirements of various cluster.
Besides, a typical algorithm can only be classified into one category of clustering. Considering the global or local linear properties, the strong generalization of neural networks can support a clustering framework. Nowadays, neural networks perform well in supervised learning using their forward and back propagation features [12] . Self-organizing feature map and its derivations are representative of unsupervised learning methods in neural networks [8, 9] . These algorithms discuss and study the lateral propagation of neural networks. But the order of the neurons in physical implementation is not well embodied, which contributes to a lower efficiency.
In this paper, we present a unified clustering framework based on fixed point. The framework constructs the contraction map by compressing space, and determine the number of clusters by the fixed point. The new framework not only unifies the clustering in theory, but also gives another reasonable explanation for the convergence of clustering algorithm. And this may reveals the inherent laws of itself, rather than simply clustering under specific purposes. Thus, the framework provides a theoretical basis for the construction of new clustering methods.
The paper contributes in the following ways:
1) We restate the model-based clustering model. 2) We propose a unified framework from the view of fixed point.
3) We map the GMM algorithm to the proposed framework by specifying a contraction map.
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, axiomatic clustering and some relevant unified clustering framework are reviewed. In Section 3, a unified clustering framework from the view of fixed point is presented. Section 4 discussed the relation between the proposed framework and GMM. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper and discusses the future work.
Related Works
Many researchers have expressed their perspective on the issue of unified clustering framework. Jon Kleinberg proposed axiomatic clustering in 2003. He summarized the cluster as three axioms, namely Scale-Invariance, Richness and Consistency. Scale-Invariance requires the partitions are invariant to linear transformations [13] . Richness requires guarantee of surjection between distance d and partition Γ. Consistency ensures the invariance of clusters after the measure is reconstructed in term of the similarity between the clusters. In 2009, Zadeh et al. considered to replace the prior three axioms with three weaker axioms, namely Scale-Invariance, Order Consistency and k-Richness [14] . The concept of axiomatic clustering has strong theoretical background, but it is very limited in practical application. On the one hand, algorithms which fully satisfy three axioms are difficult to construct. Zadeh [14] , Bandyopadhyay [15] and other researchers have tried to construct the algorithm satisfying axioms. On the other hand, Klopotek in [16] analyzed the association between K-means and Kleinberg's axioms, and pointed out that the absence of cluster shape during the construction of axioms will result in the loss of the validity of the axiomatic clustering.
Axiomatic clustering is the cornerstone of unified clustering framework. More researchers have devoted to studying the framework for some clustering methods. Zhong et al. developed a unified framework for model-based clustering. The framework studied the similarity of data from the perspective of bipartite graph, where data space χ and cluster model M constitute surjection. The clustering model is further separated into partitional clustering and hierarchical clustering due to the data organization [10] . However, this framework ignores the similarity between the data, which will result in merely the characterization of relationship between the components. Based on the optimization theory in convex analysis, Teboulle utilized support and asymptotic functions to construct a continuous framework for clustering in [11] . Li and Vidal formalized an optimization framework to unified the subspace clustering methods. In their framework, affinity matrix is learned. Subspace structured norm and structured sparse subspace L1 norm is brought up. Based on the new norm, the spectral clustering is combined to improve the clustering accuracy [17] . In view of information deficiency in spectral clustering, Yang and Shen et al. put forward a unified framework. It is the basis of normal mode that distinguish spectral clustering with other clustering algorithms. Yang et al. replaced the L2 Frobenius norm loss with the L 2,p norm loss for clustering to improve the generalization ability of the model [18] .
Each cluster framework mentioned above tends to focus on some specified structural features of the data, with the convergence feature weakened. Nowadays, conditions for a qualitative change in big data is approaching, due to the complexity and volume of big data. Correspondingly, with the clarity of data hierarchy and the increasing time complexity of algorithms, a new framework needs to complement the advantages of different types of clustering. In other words, the research of clustering algorithms should not merely focus on materialization. And the internal relations and rules, instead, need to be extracted, which is the main motivation of this article.
A Unified Framework for Model-based Clustering
In this section, we propose a new unified framework for model-based clustering from the view of fixed point. The existing framework has many theoretical proofs, but there is no consensus on the structure of the cluster. The framework presented in this paper gives a constructive opinion.
Model-based Clustering
With the intent of eliciting the framework, we restate the model-based clustering. Let X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , · · · , X N ) be a set of N random observed vectors, and the vector is of L dimensions. The universal set U = Conv(X) ∈ R L is the convex hull of the N observed vectors. In other words, for all observed vectors x, y in the universal set U , with α ∈ [0, 1], αx + (1 − α)y ∈ U . In general, the model-based clustering has finite mixture models. So the density of x in the model f (x|π, θ) is given as:
In Equation 1, G is the number of mixed models, and π g is the mixture coefficient, which satisfies π g > 0 and G g=1 π g = 1. φ g (x|θ g ) represents the density of x in the g th model component. θ g is the parameter of the g th component. θ = [θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ G ], π = [π 1 , π 2 , · · · , π G ]. More detailed research on model-based clustering is given in [19] .
The data observation values are correlated with the clusters by the probability. The maximum value of the probabilities can imply the interpretation of the whole model. To facilitate discussions in Section 3.2, we draw a definition of the interpretation degree in the model. 
A Fixed Point View
Model-based clustering algorithm mainly relies on the continuous reuse of the data and the iterative updating of the model parameters until convergence. A classical iterative scheme for model-based clustering is the EM algorithm. By iterating, the data observation X can match one or more components in the mixed model, which corresponds to the iterative changes of φ(x|M ) values. Typically, as the number of iterations increases, φ(x|M ) of data observation tends to become 1. For example, in the Gaussian mixture model algorithm, the µ parameter in the model indicates the center of the model component. A more general condition has been taken into consideration in this article that, the parameters do not indicate the the clustering centers. Instead, it is the fixed points that suggest the clustering center, which are formalized by the contraction map. In order to ensure the compressing characteristic of the contraction map, the following two definitions are proposed first. Definition 3.2. Define α-sequence as an incremental sequence with time serial t satisfying: ∃C ∈ (0, 1] and C is constant, so that:
(3) Definition 3.3. Define α-critical space as a subspace S in R L . S is the convex hull of data observation satisfying φ(x|M ) ≥ α. This can be interpreted as:
In particular, if S is an α-critical space in space D, then we have:
When the model-based clustering algorithm iterates to the t th time, there always exists t and α (t) so that S U (α (t) ) = ∅. To simplify the notation, S U (α (t) ) is denoted as S (t) . The current nonempty S (t) can be regarded as the universal set for constructing α-critical space, if and only if there exist x 0 and > 0 so that Borel(x 0 , ) ⊂ S (t) . From the above analysis, it is worthy of note that a spatial mapping can always be constructed, due to the adjustment of parameters before and after the iteration. We clarify the compression of the space as a mapping for better explaining and analyzing the mechanism. Definition 3.4. For a given model component g, before the iteration, the nonempty universal set is S (i−1) , which is generated after the (i − 1) th iteration. For the i th iteration: 1) If there exist x 0 and > 0 so that Borel(x 0 , ) ⊂ S (i−1) , then find an adequate α (i) so that S (i) ⊂ S (i−1) . Define a surjection H i g for the g th model component at the i th iteration as H i g : S (i−1) → S (i) . In this article, the surjection is called the contraction map, which also called the H-map in the following discussions.
2) If the condition in 1) is not satisfied, the model component converges.
Note that for the i th iteration, by finding an adequate α (i) , we construct a compressed space S (i) in S (i−1) . The contraction of S (i) guarantee the existence of fix points for the H-map, which ensures the converge of algorithm in finite time. When S (i) is compressed to a single observation point, that is, diameter diam(S (i) ) = 0, the H-map discovers the only fixed point. And when all the H-maps in the algorithm find the unique fixed point, the algorithm complete. Thus, the clusters of the model can be discriminated by the number of fixed points and the structure of the model.
In actual fact, almost all the convergence and discriminant process of clustering algorithms can be explained by the fixed points of the H-map. Although they represent different meanings in different algorithms, fixed points can be [20, 21] , OPTICS [22] , DENCLUE [23] , they are variants from density-based clustering. These algorithms are identical in idea, which is identifying a high-density region as a cluster and a density center as a cluster center. Owing to the difference between density-based feature and distancebased feature, their fixed points are rarely consistent with the distance-based center.
Notice that the H-map does not guarantee the uniqueness of the fixed point. In other words, more than one fixed point may exist in the compressed space, which constitutes the structure of tree. In the proposed unified framework, the iteration objectively ensures the existence of α (t) less than the constant C to achieve the compression before convergence. The growth of the α-sequence can assess the suitability of the model. Note that each contraction map can only be mapped to a simply-connected α-critical space. The segmentation of space should be conducted for a more complex space such as multiply-connected space or a closed manifold.
The most important idea of the proposed framework is that, during the iteration of the clustering, the cluster center is given by abstracting the map and determining the feasible subspace, rather than directly characterized by the parameters. With the iteration of the model, the feasible subspace for fixed points shrinks with the growth of α-sequence. In other words, the convergence of clustering is a necessary condition of satisfying the framework in this paper.
By this point, the basic form of the unified clustering framework has been introduced. The methodology of framework is shown in Algorithm 1.
Relation with GMM
GMM is a typical Model-Based Clustering Algorithm. Its parameter update relies on the EM estimation or the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) method. Suppose that there are G 0 predicted components, then components will converge Algorithm 1 A Unified Framework for model-based clustering Input: Data observation X, Mixture models M (G 0 components) Input: Initial parameter θ 0 , Initial mixture coefficient π 0 Input:
Step size ∆α Initialize: First term of α-sequence α (0) = 0, Convex hull S (0) = Conv(X) Initialize:
Adjust θ (i) , π (i) using estimation of observation 3:
Adjust α (i+1) ← ∆α + α (i)
5:
Adjust all S (i+1) g ← H(S i g )(g = 1, 2, · · · , G (0) )
6:
Adjust G (i+1) in accordance with the number of S
The algorithm converges 9: else 10:
i ← i + 1 11: end if 12: end while 13: Output: Mixture models M independently to G 0 fixed points of the corresponding space. Therefore, GMM is mapped to the framework with the EM estimation method to discuss the application of framework.
Given an L-dimensional observation set X, and assume that the data distribution is subjected to the Gaussian distribution and each component is independent. The estimation steps get the similarity between the Gaussian distribution and the data by the maximum likelihood method. The posterior probabilities for the components is calculated based on the initial or previous parameters. Denote φ g (X i |θ g ) as the posterior probability.
The posterior probability of X i in the g th model component is given by [6] :
Then, the mixture coefficient π (t+1) , the covariance matrix Σ (t+1) , and the model centers µ (t+1) in step t + 1 are updated based on the posterior probability in the previous step:
Select one dimension (denoted as e) of the observation vector for further study. Due to the features of the Gaussian distribution, the distribution in the observational dimension reduce from the multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution to one-dimensional Gaussian distribution f e (x|π, θ) (σ (t) e,g and µ (t) e,g are parameters in observational dimension for the g th component):
The convex hull Conv(X) is also projected into closed interval P roj[Conv(X)] in observational dimension, which satisfies P roj[Conv(X)] ⊂ Γ e . Γ e is the αcritical space in observational dimension. For the g th model component:
should be satisfied. Let the length of interval be l e,g = 2σ
e,g ) and obtain the partial derivative of l g with regard to α: ∂l e,g ∂α = − 4σ (t) e,g 2 αl e,g .
As l e,g > 0 and σ (t) e,g > 0, ∂l e,g /∂α is negative constantly, so the interval Γ can be constructed as:
Then for all x 1 , x 2 ∈ Γ (t) e,g , H e,g (x 1 ) − H e,g (x 2 ) ≤ K x 1 − x 2 , K ∈ [0, 1), which satisfies the Lipschitz condition. By the Banach fixed point theorem, H e,g map is proved to have only one fixed point.
As a result, the framework guarantees the convergence under certain conditions. Under the domination of the number of clusters, the nonempty intersection of the previous and the latter α-critical space may be achieved and a linear contraction map can be constructed between the previous and the latter α-critical space. If the above conditions are met, the framework can ensure that, for each component, no extra fixed point will be generated. This, hence, maintain the priori not to be changed by iteration. The reasonable explanation for the above conclusion is that, the iterative method has absolute or logarithmic linear characteristic, which makes it reasonable to construct the linear mapping to satisfy the Lipschitiz condition. Similar analyses can also be applied to the distance-based clustering method for further discussion.
An experiment is carried out. By embedding the GMM algorithm, we adjust the α-sequence, for the purpose of compressing the α-critical space of the different components. The upper bound of the α-sequence is related to the variance of the component. According to the above analysis, a smaller variance is related to a greater upper bound. Figure 2 presents the visualization of the experiment. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, after the analysis on the model-based clustering, a unified framework for model-based clustering is proposed from the view of fixed point. It iteratively constructs the contraction map to find fixed points as cluster centers. Through specifying a contraction map, the GMM algorithm is mapped to the proposed framework as an application. The framework can inspire us to develop future modular clustering algorithm. It can be applied in representative learning and achieve unsupervised recognition and reasoning.
